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abstract
Understanding electricity consumers participating in new demand response schemes is important for
investment decisions and the design and operation of electricity markets. Important metrics include
peak response, time to peak response, energy delivered, ramping, and how the response changes with
respect to external conditions. Such characteristics dictate the services DR is capable of offering, like
primary frequency reserves, peak load shaving, and system balancing. In this paper, we develop methods
to characterise price-responsive demand from the EcoGrid EU demonstration in a way that was bid into
a real-time market. EcoGrid EU is a smart grid experiment with 1900 residential customers who are
equipped with smart meters and automated devices reacting to five-minute electricity pricing. Customers
are grouped and analysed according to the manufacturer that controlled devices. A number of advanced
statistical models are used to show significant flexibility in the load, peaking at 27% for the best performing
groups.
© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Interest in Demand Response (DR) has grown in recent years
as system operators look for new tools to meet the needs of
a rapidly changing power system. Changes include increased
production from renewables, tighter market coupling, and a surge
in decentralised production and consumption from photovoltaics
(PV) and electric vehicles. The changing needs of the power system
can broadly benefit from DR in two ways: through emergency use,
where a reliable reduction in demand is needed during infrequent
critical periods, and through economic use, where demand exhibits
continuous flexibility to bring down average costs in the power
system.
There are many ways of changing consumption patterns,
but dynamic tariffs in particular are gaining interest due to
their potential to respond quickly to fluctuating production from
renewable energy sources (RES) [1]. Indirect control is one such
dynamic tariff that uses an incentive signal, e.g. a real-time price,
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to influence the load. Indirect control does not require an exact
response from any one customer, but with a large number of
loads that exhibit somewhat similar behaviour, a statistically
likely response can be forecast [2]. The value of indirect control
therefore depends heavily on being able to accurately foresee its
response to the incentive signal, which has previously been proven
complicated [3].
The challenge of determining how much DR there is in a load
has previously been done using baseline profiling [4–7]. Baseline
profiling requires a prediction of the load under non-DR conditions
which is then subtracted from the observed consumption under
a DR event. A key drawback of existing methods is the need
for data from non-DR days, data for which will not always
exist, or may be unreliable since new equipment and interaction
with customers can make non-DR data unrepresentative. Existing
baseline methods are also unsuitable for evaluating fast moving
DR that is conditional on a wide range of historical prices and
price forecasts. Existing methods typically look a load curtailment,
while we consider both increases and decreases in consumption
due to decreases and increases in real-time pricing. Finally, existing
methods may be susceptible to overfitting, and may rely on just one
or two dozen observations per parameter.
Demand forecasting literature is a well developed area that is
useful in predicting the price-elasticity of a load, e.g. see [8,9], but
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many modern approaches involve black box schemes like artificial
neural networks (ANN), that obscure our understanding of the
dynamics. Therefore, to get a full understanding of the controllable
resources, we disaggregate the load into its constituent parts.
Flexibility can then be interpreted in a useful way, so that it can be
exploited for use in different services, or bid into a market. There
are no existing methods that are appropriate for evaluating and
integrating residential DR into a balancing market, in particular
when data for non-DR days is unavailable, which was the task we
had to achieve in the large scale smart grid experiment, EcoGrid
EU.
We cultivate modelling approaches that determine how much
DR a load is capable of delivering in terms of power and energy,
and under what external conditions, e.g. ambient temperature.
More specifically, DR is characterised in terms of peak response,
time to peak response, energy delivered and ramping. Our primary
motivation was to compare the performance of groups of houses
with different hardware and software that receive real-time
pricing. The tools developed were used to give feedback to
hardware and software manufacturers so that their algorithms
could be improved. Our second objective was to apply these
attributes in the constraints of a balancing market so that the
load could be controlled. With a balancing market scheduling DR,
we sought to validate our method by comparing the observed
response to the scheduled DR. Aside from the approach, an
additional contribution are the state-of-the-art estimates of
residential flexibility used in a five minute balancing market.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 investigates
existing approaches for evaluating the success of DR, as well
as previous work that was relevant when developing our own
methodology. Section 3 introduces the experimental setup and
the data gathered from the demonstration. Section 4 describes
the models developed to analyse the DR activated during the
demonstration. Section 5 presents DR analysis for different groups
and results from real-time forecasting in the demonstration.
Section 6 discusses uncertainty, future work and concludes.
2. Demand modelling
There are several lines or research that are relevant when
assessing a DR program, including previous experimental studies,
load forecasting research, and energy disaggregation research.
Previous experimental analyses have looked at different types
of DR, like critical-peak pricing (CPP) and time-of-use (TOU)
pricing, and often consider human demographics and behaviour
as an impact on DR. Forecasting literature has a widespread
use in operation of power systems and offers a deeper insight
into the statistical tools available, with a greater focus on
weather conditions, calendar effects and economic variables.
Energy disaggregation research is an up and coming area driven
by new sources of data, like high resolution smart meter data from
thousands or millions of customers.
2.1. Previous DR studies
The study of residential loads responding to prices goes all
the way back to the 1970s and many fundamental aspects, like
accounting for the time of day and ambient temperature in a
statistical model, remain in use today. Studies have also included
home type, size, income and smart thermostat ownership as model
inputs [10,11], but residential DR studies have not been able to give
concrete numbers in terms of power and energy the load is capable
of delivering.
For medium and large commercial and industrial loads, baseline
methods are widely used to determine financial settlement for
participating customers. The baseline is simply the prediction

of consumption under the assumption that no DR was present.
The baseline is then subtracted from the observed consumption
to determine the amount of load shed the customer was able
to deliver during a critical period. Baseline models are created
by regressing on historical data before DR events. This has been
done with hourly interval data [4] and 15 min interval data [6].
In the latter case, it was observed that including parameters for
load shed directly into the model did not give a reliable result,
possibly because the model was too primitive or due to over
parametrisation. Another approach is to average consumption for
just 5–10 days before a DR event [5], yet such few observations may
mean that this approach lacks robustness.
2.2. Forecasting approaches
Short-term load forecasting presents a number of useful tools
that can predict how load changes with respect to price. Classical
approaches to solving hour-ahead and day-ahead load forecasting
problems include time-series methods like auto-regressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) models and exponential smoothing, also including geographical factors [12] and seasonal variations [13].
Recent advances in forecasting methods include spline-based
methods [9], which avoid over-parametrisation by relying on a
handful of splines to describe the baseload, although authors in [9]
noted that some fidelity was lost during peak load periods. This
work was applied to a price responsive load in New York, with
parameters for price and, in theory, these parameters should allow
a full evaluation of the DR volume, although this was not explored
in practice.
Other modern advances in forecasting include multivariate
state-space models [14], which feature time-varying regression
coefficients that may be useful for analysing DR. Semi-parametric
methods to predict the contribution of load from some nonlinear variables [15] may also be useful for DR volume evaluation,
although [15] did not apply the methodology to a price-responsive
load.
Machine learning approaches like artificial neural networks
(ANN) are also popular for forecasting, with positive results
reported in [16]. The benefit from ANN includes being able to
capture unspecified non-linear relationships between external
variables like weather. It is likely that such an approach becomes
increasingly valuable as demand becomes more non-linear and
volatile with new external incentives like price and the growth
of distributed energy resources (DERs). ANNs have, however, been
criticised for leading to over-parametrised models [17] and do not
necessarily outperform linear regression models [18]. From a DR
evaluation perspective, ANN’s black box form makes picking out
price influences complex, especially when bidding a price response
into an electricity market.
2.3. Energy disaggregation
Energy disaggregation has gained interest as automatic metering infrastructure becomes ubiquitous in many countries. Energy
disaggregation tools can be used to see beyond the meter and uncover which devices are turned on despite only seeing a noisy, aggregated view of the load. The stated goal of disaggregation is to
better understand the load and make well-targeted energy efficiency plans.
Of particular relevance to our study is the success in [19] of
detecting air-conditioning use from 1-min interval smart meter
data. Methods that rely on a dictionary of devices describing the
real and reactive power each consumes have also previously been
developed [20]. Grey-box, Markovian stochastic, Bayesian and
logistic adoption models are also promising ways of identifying
human behaviour and price-responsive devices in metering
data [21]. However, disaggregation techniques are not conclusively
proven with external influences or with variable speed devices.
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3. Data and experimental setup
Data for this work comes from EcoGrid EU, which is an
indirect control experiment on the Danish island of Bornholm.
The experiment uses a market framework to schedule regulating
power from conventional generation and DR to meet the realtime balancing needs of the system, needs which are growing due
to increased wind power production. DR is activated with a five
minute price signal sent to 1900 houses. Houses are equipped
with smart meters that collect data every 5 min, which in turn is
used as an input to forecast demand in real-time. A mathematical
introduction to price generation in the EcoGrid EU market can be
found in [22].
Demonstration houses are fitted with a wide range of smallscale DERs like heat pumps (HPs), resistive electric heating (EH)
and hot water boilers. Heating is the main source of flexibility
and is expected to grow due to electrification of heating systems.
Flexibility of such installations comes from houses retaining
heat and heating devices therefore only needing to be turned
on sporadically to meet customer comfort requirements. Some
households also had different sources of heating; in the heat pump
and resistive electric heating groups, 22% and 28% respectively had
an alternative source of heat, predominantly wood stoves. There
was no reliable way of determining when these sources were in
use and, as such, they are treated as an additional source of load
correlated with ambient temperature. 12% of households were
fitted with PVs, but its production is included in the aggregate
metering data (i.e. net metering) and was therefore treated like any
other source of uncontrolled load.
Households were enrolled through a outreach program by the
local distribution grid operator and electricity retailer. Activities
included setting up stalls at fairs and other local events, and contact
through telephone, mail and local TV. Households were not paid to
participate, but were offered the chance to be a part of an exciting
project that supports renewable energy, the chance to get new
equipment to control their devices and the possibility of a lower
electricity bill. Ultimately, half of all households with a heat pump
on Bornholm were recruited.
Table 1 shows the group composition that is the basis of our
analysis. The IBM HP, IBM EH and TNO HP groups all use the same
smart thermostat hardware, while the Siemens EH group uses
different smart thermostat hardware. Different control algorithms
were used in each group.
The reference group was designed be a control group for all
other groups. It included households with heat pumps, resistive
electric heating and manual customers with other sources of
heating—roughly a third of each customer type. However, it was
not a representative control group for any test group. An example
of the difference between the reference and Siemens EH groups is
shown in Fig. 1. Here, the prices sent to customers is shown on the
top plot, and the consumption of the reference group and Siemens
EH group are on the bottom plot. The Fourier time-series on the
bottom plot represents behaviour due to the group demographics,
which is not the same. The methodology section describes how
to extract this Fourier series. Several customer surveys showed
that HP owners have significantly higher incomes, much larger
houses, are more likely to own their homes, and are younger than
customers who use EH, which explains some of the demographic
differences between groups. Unrepresentative reference groups
are a key driver for the development of a comprehensive modelling
approach.
Smart meter data was filtered to remove houses with fewer
than 80% of measurements, leaving 1707 out of 1900 houses. It is
never the case that all smart meters report consumption in each
time period, so consumption was normalised to the full population
of each group. Periods where fewer than 85% of houses reported

Fig. 1. Single day example of the reference group and a group of automated houses
showing profiles that are too different for direct comparison.

their consumption were left out, leaving 40,000 observations for
each group. The analysis period covers September 22nd 2014 to
February 8th 2015, with ambient temperatures spanning −10.6 °C
to 18.0 °C.
4. Methodology
To evaluate the DR potential of each group, we started with a
standard linear model with additive terms to describe the entire
(aggregate) load, including flexible and non-flexible demand.
Linear models have been previously noted to be competitive with
newer methods, like probabilistic linear regression and ANN [18].
Unlike some newer methods, parameters of a linear model offer a
clear and simple description of how different variables contribute
to the load.
A linear model is essentially an extrapolation that approximates
reality but does not capture the exact events that occurred. This
is especially true for individual DER scheduling algorithms that
may respond unexpectedly when given a combination of prices
that has never occurred before. However, our work, builds on the
hypothesis that a large enough population of DERs will deliver a
response that is proportional in some way to the input signal and
a linear model is capable of capturing the average response given
a wide range of random price signals and response.
We expanded the linear model with non-linear terms for prices,
which bound the response, since linear parameters otherwise
predict an infinite response to prices, given infinite prices.
A key challenge with linear models is collinearity, which means
that different external variables, for example solar irradiance
and ambient temperature, are correlated and explain the same
outcome. This is particularly troublesome for the day-ahead prices,
which came directly from the Nord Pool spot market and were
not controlled in the experimental setup. Day-ahead pricing is
correlated with the inflexible part of the load, while the flexible
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Table 1
Summary of EcoGrid EU customer groups.

253 households with smart meters

No pricing information

279/621 kW average/peak load

455 households with smart meters

Receive real-time pricing, but must alter
consumption manually

287/750 kW average/peak load

195 households with smart meters and
automation equipment

Heat pumps react autonomously to prices

317/710 kW average/peak load

322 households with smart meters and
automation equipment

Resistive electric heating reacts autonomously to
prices

394/854 kW average/peak load

84 households with smart meters and
automation equipment

Heat pumps react autonomously to prices

123/293 kW average/peak load

398 households with smart meters and
automation equipment

Resistive electric heating, water boilers and
controllable PV react to aggregator control

300/810 kW average/peak load

part of the load reacts to the subsequent pricing. Separating active
DR from a correlation that would be there anyway, i.e. cause and
effect, is therefore difficult. Yet it is necessary to determine the
price sensitivity when bidding into a day-ahead market, i.e. [23].
Likewise, determining the price sensitivity to real-time prices is
also needed to bid into the balancing market, i.e. [22].
A second model that relies upon differenced variables was
applied and found to be less susceptible to collinearity. Our
experience taught us that the differenced model had a lower shortterm forecast error, which made it well suited to trying to control
the load every five minutes in the experiment. It also appears to
capture the fast moving price-dynamics more accurately.
Despite the benefits of the second model, the standard model is
still needed because it gives a different result. The standard model
gives the absolute value for DR and is more accurate for long-term
forecasting. The differenced model tells us the maximum change in
DR in any five minute interval, which is needed when scheduling
DR in an operational environment, like the EcoGrid EU experiment.

prices each time a new price forecast is made. The day-ahead price
λD,raw is normalised to a value between 0 and 1, so that

λDt =



(1)

with

λ̃t =

 D

λt +uD , . . . , λDt−nD
λ

(2)

(3)
D,raw
,
t

where the absolute day-ahead price, λ
is the price that was
forecast for time t the day before (so priced at t − 24 h).
External variables, z, include weather data such as wind
speed, solar irradiance, temperature, Φ , and a base load term,
y. Exponentially weighted smoothing is performed on weather
variables, i.e.
nz


α i−1 ztraw
−i+1

i=1
nz


.
α

(4)

i −1

i=1

Initially, demand is conceptionally split into a component
dependent on external variables and a component that is
dependent on external variables and prices using the notation
from [24], i.e.



.

λRt = λRt ,raw − λDt ,raw

4.1. Model 1: a linear model

 

λ̃Dt ,max − λ̃Dt ,min

Real-time prices and real-time forecasts are also converted to
relative prices, but with respect to the absolute day-ahead price,
i.e.

zt =

ct = f z̃t + g λ̃t , z̃t

λDt ,raw − λ̃Dt ,min

λ

λRt+uR , . . . , λRt−nR
λ

λ
z̃t = zt +uz , . . . , zt −nz

where nDλ , nRλ and nz are a finite number of lagged values of dayahead price, λD , real-time price, λR , and external variables, z. There
are also uDλ , uRλ and uz forecast values, which capture the scheduling
dynamics of DERs. All variables are first centred by subtracting
their mean value, while price forecasts are converted to relative

The steps to find the number of lags, i, and the smoothing factor, α ,
are found experimentally (as described in [18]), where the lowest
error is the determining factor.
A non-linear transformation is also applied to temperature,
whereby it is modelled as a third-order polynomial, as has
previously been proven successful in [25], such that



Φ̃t −n = Φt −n + Φt2−n + Φt3−n

(5)

where {n ∈ Z | 0 < n 6 nz }. Modelling temperature as a
third order polynomial introduces more coefficients than a model
without this non-linear transformation.
The base load, y, is a Fourier series that describes demand due
to the time of day, day of the week, and day of the month [26], such
that, for a given time t,
yt =

K

k=1


ak sin

2π kt
T




+ bk cos

2π kt
T


(6)

where T must be suitably large to cover different seasonal
variations (for example 288 when capturing trends of different
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hours of the day using five minute data) and K is increased
until enough high-resolution detail is captured. The Fourier terms
includes different subsets, including a series that is consistent for
the days of the week (Monday to Sunday), equivalent to T = 2016,
as well as a monthly Fourier (T = 8928). K is adjusted so that
the fastest components (both sine and cosine) have a frequency
of approximately half a day. Applying a monthly Fourier series to
a continuous time-series with 28, 30 and 31-day months causes a
loss of synchronicity, yet the monthly Fourier series did appear to
reduce model error. In any case, the weekly Fourier series captures
a significant level of detail.
Ideally, several years of data would be used, with a Fourier
series for each month of the year. However, this would still cause
problems when encountering leap years. Alternatively, a model
with terms for each hour of the day and terms for each month
of the year, might be appropriate, given several years of data, as
described [18].
Additional terms are added to capture the interaction between
the base load and temperature, yΦ , and the price and temperature,
λΦ , included in the array of variables χ̃ . The full model for demand
can be expressed in linear model form, i.e.
⊤
⊤
⊤
ct = λ̃⊤
t θ̃λ + z̃t θ̃z + χ̃t θ̃χ + ϵt = xt θ + ϵt

(7)

where ϵ is Gaussian noise with zero mean and finite variance.
The resulting parameters for price are time-invariant, although its
possible that additional interaction terms between the time and
price could solve this issue. We did not implement this because DR
was expected to come from automated DERs whose performance
only depended on ambient temperature.
Relying on a conventional least squares regression with five
minute data and several lags for external variables can lead to a
model with hundreds of parameters and suspicions of overfitting,
even in light of the 40,000 observations that the model is fitted
to. As a result, we found the only way to solve the model
and get reasonable parameter estimates was to minimise the
residual sum of squares while shrinking parameters using the
Lasso penalisation [27]. The objective of this is
min

T



ct − x⊤
t θ

2

+ η |θ|

(8)

t =1

where η is the tuning parameter and is found using a 10-fold crossvalidation (CV) routine, minimising MSE CV (MSE). Given a model
with 200 input parameters, the Lasso penalisation gave just 50–70
non-zero parameters for each group using both the standard and
the differenced model.
4.2. Model 2: a differenced model
The differenced model relates how consumption changes with
respect to how the variables change through time, i.e. gradients of
external variables like price and temperature affect the gradient of
consumption. Conceptionally, the split becomes
ċt = f

 


˜ , ż˜
ż˜ t + g λ̇
t
t

Table 2
10-fold cross-validation by group.

Reference
Manual
IBM HP
IBM EH
TNO HP
Siemens EH

MSE (kW)

MSECV (kW)

112
122
226
205
264
66

111
120
229
204
266
66

4.3. Cross validation
To ensure that our models are not overfitted, and to test the data
for consistency, a cross-validation approach was used. Specifically,
a ten-fold cross-validation was employed. The data was randomly
divided into 10 approximately equally sized subsets or folds.
For each fold (validation fold), the remaining other 9 folds were
used to first train the model. The model was then applied to the
observations in the validation fold, resulting in a mean squared
error for the validation fold. This procedure is repeated for the
other 9 folds respectively, resulting in 10 estimates of the test
error in total. These estimates are averaged, resulting in the CV
estimate MSE CV . To assess model performance with respect to time,
this cross-validation estimate is compared to the MSE obtained by
fitting the model to the full data. The relative difference of the fulldata MSE and the MSE estimated by CV is then used as a measure
of model consistency across different random portions of the data.
Table 2 shows the CV outcome for the standard model. The almost
identical results for 10-fold MSE and full-sample MSE means that
the model is consistent over time and less likely to be overfitted.
4.4. Non-linear terms for price
In an operational environment, specifically the market within
which DR in EcoGrid EU is controlled, bounds for the priceresponse must be given for each five minute period. Without
bounds, it is impossible to bid a sensible level of DR (and its
maximum ramp-rate) into the power market. The relationship
between price and demand has previously been observed to be
non-linear [24] and this can be modelled by redefining the price
terms in a generalised logistic function that is centred around zero.
Non-linear terms for price were only applied to the relative realtime price, which is the quantity bid into the real-time market (and
where practical bounds are needed). To find non-linear price terms,
the residuals from both Models I and II were combined with the
price response according to the Eq. (7), i.e.

ϵt∗ = ϵt + λt θλ .

(10)

The residuals ϵ should now include the predicted linear DR
and non-linear components too. The objective to find the logistic
function parameters is given by
∗

(9)

where ċt , żt and λ̇t are the change in consumption, external
variables and prices at time t respectively. The interaction terms
between temperature and price should be interpreted as how
fast the change in consumption occurs due to how fast the price
and temperature are changing. As a result, to better understand
ambient temperature effects, the parameters of the linear model
are found in Eq. (8) for three different ambient temperature
bins of equal population, which means that the parameters are
found with 13,000 observations each time. From a classical timeseries analysis perspective, differencing ensures stationarity, as it
removes many collinearity problems. The downside of differencing
the model is that it removes useful information in our case, since
the parameters no longer relate to the absolute effects present.
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min

T

t =1




ϵt −
∗

N

n=1

−

An
2

+

An
1 + e−εn λ̃n

2
(11)

where the N most important lags are chosen, which are those with
the greatest parameter estimate (i.e. greatest price elasticity). This
was typically the first three lags. A range of commercial solvers
were experimented with, showing that models with a maximum
of three logistic functions could be solved for.
In Eq. (11), λ̃ is an array that includes n lags and t timesteps. An /2 is the maximum amplitude of the response due to
price lag n, while εn describes the price-elasticity. Parameters
are found by minimising the sum of square errors using the
Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm [28]. The starting estimates for εn
and An were found by first considering the derivative of the logistic
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Fig. 3. Load contributions according to the linear model. Each contribution to the
load is added to the previous one.

Fig. 2. A comparison of a linear parameter for price and a novel non-linear model
for price. The response of the non-linear model (bottom plot) is bounded for very
high electricity prices. The example in this case applies to the differenced model.

For the initial ramping, we consider only the price lag for the
instantaneous price, i.e.,

function with respect to price. Then, as the price tends to zero,
the derivative tends to An4εn . Assuming that εn is equivalent to the
linear parameter for price (for small prices) means that An should
be 4. Therefore, the linear parameters for price and 4 were used for
starting estimates of εn and An respectively. A sensitivity analysis
with several starting estimates would be desirable for future work,
to investigate the possibilities of ending in a local minimum, as is
possible with non-linear problems.
Fig. 2 illustrates the impact of non-linear terms for price, where
the top plot shows the boundary of DR, and the bottom plot shows
the accumulated impact on the finite impulse response (FIR), that
is the change in load due to price, through time, when given the
data obtained in the EcoGrid EU demonstration. If non-bounded
price terms are used, then the linear prediction (dashed red line
in top plot) will tend to infinity if the prices tend to infinity. The
non-linear model enforces bounds on this response, beyond which
consumption cannot change further in the presence of extreme
prices.
Non-linear terms reduce DR for each group by 2%–16%
compared with linear terms for DR, given the maximum prices
seen, while the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) is only
fractionally reduced (0.05%). In a differenced model, the initial
change to price gives the biggest DR load contribution, since it
impacts all subsequent price lags. In the standard model, the
biggest change to price is assumed to be largest parameter for
price, which happens 10–30 min after a price change.
4.5. Deriving useful DR measures
The statistical models developed can now be used to bid DR into
day-ahead and real-time markets assuming standard quadratic
programming structures, as is in use today [29]. For the EcoGrid
EU demonstration, this meant bidding the price elasticity of the
entire population into a real-time balancing market, which are the
parameters associated with λR .
To evaluate DR, more specifically to determine peak response,
energy delivered and ramping, the statistical models with nonlinear terms for price where filled with observations and
meteorological data and calculated as follows. For the peak realtime DR delivered
Maximum DR = max

|An |
2

.

(12)

|A1 |

.
(13)
2
The maximum DR and initial ramping do not depend on the
price elasticity, i.e. the maximum amplitude of the logistic function
is independent of its gradient.
The first volume result in Table 5 is defined as the sum of the
absolute price impulse over the entire period analysed. When there
is no price variation, then the volume is zero. For the maximum
energy delivered in one hour (volume max in Table 5), we integrate
over the first 12 values of the FIR, while the time to peak response
(Table 6) is simply the time, n, for which An is largest.
The day-ahead DR component of the model does not employ
logistic terms and is calculated as the maximum of the time-series
of day-ahead price multiplied by the parameters for day-ahead
price.
Initial ramping =

5. Results
The power and energy that can be delivered by each group
is presented here, using the two modelling approaches (nondifferenced and differenced) developed. We also present the
outcome of forecasting the load using the differenced model.
Fig. 3 shows the outcome of the non-difference model, with
Fourier terms, weather, day-ahead and real-time price effects
cumulatively added ‘‘on top’’ of each other.
5.1. Group FIR visualisation
The FIRs related to price parameters from the differenced model
are shown for the different automated groups in Fig. 4 for three
different temperature bins. In this figure, at time zero, the relative
real-time price changes from 0 to the maximum price change
observed in the experiment. The load responds immediately,
reaching a peak, then rebounding, then arriving at a new steady
state after approximately 50 min. Before the price change, realtime price forecasts cause consumption to increase, causing load
to shift. This figure could also be given as a mirror image, showing
load increase for a reduction in price. The Siemens EH group
exhibited the largest and fastest response to prices, while the
IBM groups exhibited a slower response to the price increase. We
observed no change in consumption for TNO HP houses. For the
warmest periods, which averaged 11.3 °C, the Siemens EH group
exhibited significant DR, while IBM EH houses also exhibited a
small but noticeable change in consumption. There was no DR from
the other groups during warm conditions.
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Fig. 4. The response to price for different groups, given the largest price change observed.
Table 3
Maximum real-time DR.

Table 4
Maximum day-ahead DR.

Group

DR (kW)

Normalised DR

Group

DR (kW)

DR (differenced model) (kW)

Reference
Manual
IBM HP
IBM EH
TNO HP
Siemens EH

0
4.0
190.1
114.4
0
198.0

0
0.005
0.268
0.134
0
0.244

Reference
Manual
IBM HP
IBM EH
TNO HP
Siemens EH

−29.1
−28.9

−25.6
−24.0

7.3

10.6
−30.4
−4.5
35.7

−39.9
−8.3
0

5.2. DR evaluation
Table 3 shows the peak DR according to the standard linear
model, also normalised with respect to the peak consumption of
each group. In absolute terms, the Siemens EH group exhibits the
biggest DR, while when normalised for the peak consumption, the
IBM HP group appears to give the biggest response, totalling 27%
of peak load. The reference group shows no DR, as expected, while
the manual group shows a very small amount of DR. No DR was
detected for TNO HP houses.
In Table 4, the consumption due to day-ahead pricing is shown
for the standard and differenced models. A negative sign indicates
that consumption and price are positively correlated. For example,
if the price goes down and the consumption is stated as −10 kW,
then consumption decreased by 10 kW even though the price
decreased. A higher value (i.e. non-negative) either means that the
scheduling controller is more responsive to day-ahead price, or
that the group has demand that occurs naturally at different times
of the day than the majority of the demand that drives the dayahead price. The differenced model shows less positive correlation
across all groups, indicating that there is less collinearity between
base load and price, i.e. in the differenced model, the changes in the
day-ahead price are less correlated with the changes in the load. It
is possible that other terms better describe changes in the load for
the difference model, namely the Fourier terms. The benefit of the
differenced model is especially noticeable for Siemens EH houses,
which appears to exhibit the largest response to day-ahead pricing,
followed by IBM HP houses.
Table 5 shows the load shifting characteristics of each group,
based upon the price-related parameters in the differenced model.

Table 5
Real-time DR volume.
Group

Volume
(kWh/h)

Volume
normalised

Volume max (kWh)

Reference
Manual
IBM HP
IBM EH
TNO HP
Siemens EH

0.4
0.3
4.9
3.9
0.1
9.5

0.010
0.006
0.115
0.078
0.008
0.206

−9.8
−1.2
93.0
73.5
1.2
110.3

The first column shows the average DR volume shifted per hour
throughout the test period. The second column normalises this
value by the average energy consumed in each group. The final
column states the maximum load shift in a single hour, when given
the maximum price change observed. This is the area over the FIR
curves shown in Fig. 4. In Table 5, a negative sign can indicate either
an economically-irrational response or be due to the uncertainty
in the model. The reference group, which does not receive prices,
exhibits this economically-irrational, positive correlation. But it is
one order of magnitude smaller than the test groups, suggesting
that the uncertainty may also be one order of magnitude smaller
than the DR activated. The average volume for Siemens EH houses
appears to be twice that of IBM HP houses, but it is only 19% higher
in terms of maximum volume. This can be attributed to the faster
ramping abilities of the Siemens EH group, as shown in Table 6,
which means its DR is exploited more by the market, since quick,
small changes are activated more in the market tested.
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Table 6
Ramping and time to peak response.
Group

Initial ramping (kW)

Time to peak response

Reference
Manual
IBM HP
IBM EH
TNO HP
Siemens EH

−4.4

N/A
N/A
30 min
15 min
N/A
10 min

0
19.1
46.2
0
63.4

5.3. Forecasting application
The differenced model with additional auto-regressive components was used to forecast aggregate consumption of all houses in
real-time in the EcoGrid EU demonstration, using real-time meteorological forecasts from the Danish Meteorological Institute (DMI).
Forecasting was operational in the period March 10th 2015–
April 30th 2015, with parameters fitted using data from September
22nd 2014 to February 8th 2015. The auto-regressive components
were consumption lags, so that the full model implemented was



ct = f z̃t + g λ̃t , z̃t

 





+ h c̃t −1 .

(14)

It should be noted that the consumption lags now include
information about the currently activated DR. This model can
therefore not be used to assess the entire volume potential.
The MAPE for one step ahead was 1.6%, compared with a
persistence (where the load will be the same as it was five minutes
ago) MAPE of 2%. Hindcasting gave MAPEs of 1.2% and 1.4% for
models with and without price terms respectively. Hindcasting
with the standard linear model without auto-regressive terms
gave a MAPE of 5.5%. Fig. 5 shows how the MAPE evolves with
forecast horizon. We witnessed large errors for longer forecast
horizons due to smart meter aggregation variability. For one five
minute period, 250 smart meters might report in, with their load
normalised to 1900 houses (the full population). In the next five
minute period, 1700 houses might report in, which also causes the
earlier observations to change. Smart meters contain a Sim card
and report consumption over standard mobile phone networks.
Varying delays are caused by cost and bandwidth limitations and
patchy signals for some houses. The average jump in meter data
for any five minute time period is 7% and, in the worst periods,
this reaches 25% of the load; the results given above are for
where the recent historical meter readings for the normalised
aggregate population did not change by more than 0.5%. With such
volatility, the auto-regressive contribution to the load forecast
was extremely misleading, causing large errors for longer forecast
horizons. In a full-scale roll-out, grid measurements such as system
frequency could be used instead of smart meter data in our
models. If smart meters were still to be relied upon, then the most
representative smart meters should be identified, made robust and
be relied upon.
In spite of poor long-horizon forecasting performance due to
smart meter collection variability, the five minute ahead forecast
was good enough to see a real-time response. Fig. 6 shows
the change in DR requested by the market, binned into 20 kW
groups, which is subsequently converted to a price based on
the demand models created here and sent to customers. The
smallest bin had only 10 observations, while the largest bins had
hundreds of observations. The change in load observed shows
the raw consumption data that includes all other sources of
uncertainty, like baseload, weather and human behaviour. Despite
these sources of noise, there appears to be a clear trend where
demand is following the price. For the largest requests in a
reduction in consumption, a reduction in consumption occurred
80% of the time, while for the largest requests for an increase in
consumption, an increase in consumption occurred 100% of the
time.

Fig. 5. Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) from the experiment and from
hindcasting on historical data.

Fig. 6. Change in load observed, binned for different levels of DR activation based
upon the forecasting model. Each boxplot shows the median as a red bar and the
blue box showing the two middle quantiles. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

5.4. Result uncertainty
Uncertainty is clearly present in our results and best observed
in Table 5, where the reference group appears to exhibit small
amounts of DR, despite not receiving the real-time price. This is
due to spurious correlation, but it is an order of magnitude smaller
than the automated groups.
There are many sources of error in a residential DR system,
the most significant of which is likely structural, i.e. models do
not capture the full dynamics and all interactions in the load.
Experimental errors include that the model is unaware when smart
control equipment is off for maintenance or due to communication
errors, which raises the possibility that the maximum DR potential
is underestimated here. Weather observation and forecast errors
are also present, since weather data comes from a single point that
will not be representative of the entire population.
Previous DR error analyses have relied on standard errors [4].
Methods to derive standard errors from a Lasso regression have
also been developed [30], yet the scientific community and leading
journals are rejecting such significance tests since they are often
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interpreted incorrectly. In [3], standard errors for DR evaluation
were identified as underestimating the uncertainty for a number
of reasons. In our case, these include correlation between Fourier
terms, temperature, and day-ahead pricing. Regression residuals
are also autocorrelated, especially since we do not include autoregressive or moving-average terms in our models (these terms
are only meaningful in a forecasting environment). Regression
residuals for baseline models have also been identified as being
heteroscedastic; i.e. the error is dependent on external variables
like the time. Leave one out cross validation (LOOCV) is a good
solution for estimating the true level of uncertainty in a baseline
framework with observations averaged over several hours [6]. It
is, however, far too computationally intensive when dealing with
the five minute interval data and the 40,000 observations that we
rely upon. We are therefore left without an appropriate toolbox to
assess uncertainty, and this should be a major focus of future work
in this field.
6. Conclusion
We have determined that our load is capable of delivering
significant DR, where up to 27% of the peak load is flexible for the
best performing groups. The software algorithm for the TNO HP
group, which did not exhibit any DR, was subsequently changed
following our findings and a response to price was observed in
a later time period. This highlights how such statistical models
could be used in the future; Revenue from following dynamic
pricing may not be enough to justify the high investment cost
needed to fit houses with automation equipment, which raises the
possibility of capacity payments being made to support initial DR
installations. The statistical models developed here could therefore
be used to determine financial settlement based on peak response
and average energy provided. We did not see noticeable DR from
the manual customers, but this could be due to the design of
the experiment: customers were guaranteed an electricity bill no
higher than if they were not in the demonstration. A large scale
roll-out of dynamic pricing would have no such guarantee and
would penalise as well as incentivise customers, which would
likely result in increased DR from customers with no automation
equipment.
We spent some time investigating a differenced model that
included non-derivative variables, but these variables would fall
out of the model once the Lasso procedure was applied—i.e. the
non-derivative variables were not correlated with the differenced
load. A model that can combine aspects of both models would be
desirable. Aside from such a model, future work should also look to
advanced machine learning models, since our models likely ignore
significant non-linearities in the load. This is especially relevant
for analysing the DR potential of IBM HP, IBM EH and TNO HP
groups, since the hardware used in these groups can only turn
off heating devices, not on. In a large enough population, with a
diverse range of internal states, this may not mean a significant
asymmetrical response for thermostatic loads, but it warrants
investigation nonetheless.
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